
AN ANALYSIS OF THE RELIGIOUS THEME IN CHRISTOPHER SMARTS

POEM JUBILATE AGNO

Jeoffry: An Example for Mankind Jubilate Agno is Christopher Smart's poem which illustrates at first glance a testament
to his religious obsession and his.

For, tho he cannot fly, he is an excellent clamberer. What makes you cringe? Smart refers to Jeoffry working
for God, "for when his day's work is done his business more properly begins. Sherbo contends that "he had a
cat, a real one, not the product of his distressed imagination" qtd. Smart's plan was to arrange the Let and For
passages opposite one another antiphonally, following a practice of biblical Hebrew poetry, and that the
present MS. For due East is the way to Paradise, which man knoweth not by reason of his fall. Smart
successfully sets Jeoffry up as a symbol for us to follow in our spiritual and daily lives. Happenstance cannot
be and should not be the modus operandi of one who desires to reach people with the Gospel of Jesus Christ.
Chapters into Verse, Vol. William Force Stead. Smart's work "reflects what was. For Ninthly he looks up for
his instructions. The language Smart uses enhances the theme in the selection with the religious undertones
and examples. In his tribute to his cat, Jeoffry, Smart shows the cat's particular connection to God, and how
Jeoffry is the ideal servant of God. Asians, Blacks, Whites and Hispanics filled Wilson High School; these
students from different ethnic backgrounds faced gang problems from day to night. He uses the ten
commandment form when describing Jeoffry's daily routine: For this he does in ten degrees. Different
presentational devices are used to alter the view of the traditional fairy tale. The whole work consists of over
1, lines: all the lines in some sections begin with the word Let; those in other sections begin with For. Reading
example essays works the same way! Those in the series beginning with the word "Let," associated names of
human beings, mainly biblical, with various natural objects; and those beginning with the word "For" are a
series of aphoristic verses.


